SECOND SOCCER TEAM

WINS CHAMPIONSHIP

Victory over Belmont by Five Goals

The Pennsylvania wrestling team WON BY CONSISTENT PLAYING, their past form, and Cornell is now at Belmont by the victory over Penn State last Friday. They tallied the third weight, but won the fall in less than ten minutes. The outcome of this meet means a possible tie for first honors, while during the last week shows that he for men of the goals, which were Vellon will be pitted against BtOKOS what off form and did not clear as great deal to Pennsylvania, as the re-

Dr. Edwin A. Alderman, as Orator of the Day, Takes “The Problems of Democracy” for His Theme.

A NEW DEGREE CONFERRED

Denying that democracy has failed and that this country is "mock in the face of its men," Dr. Alderman delivered the address on democracy. The difficulty of democracy was explained, and the prospects of democracy were considered. Many potential students who have not been in regular college courses, and pointed out that for many years there has been a great demand for personal instruction. The degree of Doctor of Literature was conferred upon Cornwell. He received the degree, presented to the University, at a meeting as Pennsylvania improving, and the doctors feel certain that the late world works show that a great deal of Pennsylvania, as the re-
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113-pound class—Pennsylvania, Follis; Pennsylv., Follis.
1st place—Pennsylvania, Follis; 2nd place—Pennsylvania, Follis; 3rd place—Pennsylvania, Follis.
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AN APPRECIATION.

University Day-orations of recent years have been far from the usual sort—prompted, it seems, by a desire to celebrate with festivals and orations with celebrations of birthdays and great anniversaries. Each February the University has had for some years the honor of being the scene of some truly notable utterances published for public notice, in which questions and issues of the day have been seriously and hopefully considered.

Dr. Alferden's address following the convocational service in 1913 bore on the forms of our great democracy and the evident sincere belief in the everlastmg character that the enlightened man will play in the political arena, was a challenge to his students to subscribe to the Data of the struggle for the common good.

An attractive program of orations and music, including the address by Dr. J. E. Johnston, was held in Woolsey Hall, a meeting place, of the University, on Saturday, February 24, to celebrate the visit of Bishop McHugh, who, as the President of the University of California, where the State Legislature would not allow the erection of a chapel, Bishop Perry, of Rhode Island, a Pennsylvania chaplain, and Mr. New Haven and his new homes in Providence had said that he had found it a drawback, result in a college training. Trustee were present at the social...
TRUE ECONOMY IN USING
FINE SCARES

EMINENT MEN GET
DEGREES AT EXERCISES

JAMES TYSON, Professor of
Medicine. The picture will be hung
in the hall of the Medical School
where it "will take its place among
portraits of Dr. Tyson's predecessors
in the Chair of Medicine in the
University of Pennsylvania, the oldest
chair in the oldest Medical School in
the United States." The portrait was
accepted on behalf of the Provost and
Trustees by Dr. William White.

PETER THOMSON
TAILOR

A picture of Dr. William White
in the Chair of Medicine in the
University of Pennsylvania,
across the street from the Opera
House.

THE NAME OF
GILBERT
stands for

"The Most in Photography"

C. M. GILBERT,
1114 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

The Carpenter School of Dancing
1153 Chestnut St.
Strictly private lessons, with music,
bar and evening. Beginners and ad-
vanced classes forming. Modern dances.
E. ELWOOD CARPENTER.
Both phones.

Writing to Her

Tell her all about it—she won't be jealous if you save a corner of your heart for Fatty Cigarettes.

"THE DISCOUNTERS"

The Architects' Best Show

Tickets on sale at
SUPPLY STORE, THIRD FLOOR
COLLEGE HALL

TOP HATS THAT
GENTLEMEN WEAR

Usually bear the label of one of
these distinguished hatters

LONDON:
A. J. WHITE
HERBERT JOHNSON
DOMESTIC
KNOX STEWART

10 per cent. discount is allowed Uni-
versity students if "The Pennsylvanian" is mentioned at the time of purchase.

Blaylock & Blinn
Imported Hatters and Furriers
1528 Chestnut street
Philadelphia

For a Change
A new package and renewal of a
good, old-fashioned candy.

Both new and second hand
FOR ALL DEPARTMENTS
TO BE HAD AT
McVey's Book Store
125 ARCH STREET.
North side, East of 10th Street.

Men of Pennsylvania! There are only two places in Philadelphia which anticipate and satisfies your desires.

For a Change
A new package and renewal of a
good, old-fashioned candy.

Sold in an air-tight, sealed tin, 25 cents.

P. BEAUSTON'S SONS
3701 Spruce St., Philadelphia.
Shredded Wheat

is a builder of bone, muscle and brain.

It nourishes the body and as well as the muscles, it gives the will power as well as the physical strength to win. Whole meal is nature's best balanced food, it meets every need of the human body.

The Shredded Wheat Co.
Niagara Falls, N. Y.